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11 Giant Beetle Breeder of the Mellow Marsh
Beetle armor, grub stew, cocoon clothes and 
rope, there are so many things you can craft 
with beetle byproducts. But marsh living is 
not for everyone, it’s a harsh life and there are 
many opportunities for an enterprising indi-
vidual with a Giant Beetle of their own.

Possessions:
 ▶ A club of marshwood
 ▶ Cocooning Hook (damage as knife +1 to 

cutting silk)
 ▶ A cowardly Giant Beetle
 ▶ A jar of beetle bites
 ▶ Swamp waders
 ▶ Cocoon silk rope 15 meters

Advanced Skills:
3 Ride
2 Beetle Handling
2 Beetle Craft
2 Club Fighting
1 Knife Fighting

Special:
Although cowardly (and thus useless in combat) your giant beetle packs a lot of trunk space 
under its wings, it has a carrying capacity of 10.

Notes:
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Notes:

12 Knight of the Black Rose
You are an expert horticulturist, and royalty of 
Cairhiel. Many remember the sprawling floral 
fields of your homeland but now there are only 
concrete spires encircled by masses of black 
thorn. You live to hunt the Saskir, and any 
other fae that you can bind.

Possessions:
 ▶ Weapon of your choice.
 ▶ Finely wrought iron hauberk (as medium 

armor)
 ▶ Gardening kit with black rose seeds
 ▶ Perfume (floral, attracts Saskir)
 ▶ Bespoke Iron Shears
 ▶ Copper Manacles

Advanced Skills:
3 Horticulture
2 Sword Fighting
2 Strength
1 Healing
1 - Spell - Light
1 - Spell - Fire Bolt
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13 New Breed Saskir
Verdant green eyes are the only sign of life 
left in you, ashen bark-like skin. You are no 
longer satisfied by the warm glow of the sun, 
you hunger for and crave more. Flowers wilt in 
your presence, and trees shy away from your 
very touch. So much power, yet you can’t seem 
to stay up much past sundown.

Possessions:
 ▶ Gourd with 1l spoiled melon juice
 ▶ A glass vial filled with syrup
 ▶ Claws (damage as sword)
 ▶ Fangs (damage as Spear)

Advanced Skills:
3 Claw Fighting
2 Fang Fighting
2 Sneak
2 Climb
2 Tracking
1 Poison

Special: 
You don’t recovery stamina by resting in the usual manner — instead you recover by draining 
vegetation of its life essence. For every liter of plant liquids you drain you recover 5 stamina.

For every hour spent in a lightless environment, test your luck or fall asleep.

Notes:
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Special:
You may talk to, and cast spells through, your animal companion.
Your animal companion takes 2 of your Stamina, which will only return if they are dis-
missed. They have a Stamina of 2 and may be re-summoned through a ritual overnight.

Notes:

14 Hedge Witch
You were born, or reborn, in nature. Preferring 
plants and animals to people, you have care-
fully tended your hedge. You grow medicinal 
herbs and spices, and try to form mutually 
beneficial relationships with locals.

Possessions:
 ▶ Pouch of medicinal herbs.
 ▶ A gnarled and still living staff or club
 ▶ Mortar and pestle
 ▶ An animal familiar no larger than a small 

dog.
 ▶ A handmade outfit with many patches and 

pockets.

Advanced Skills:
2 Horticulture
2 Healing
1 Second Sight
1 - Spell - Diminish
1 - Spell - Find
1 - Spell - Illusion
2 - Spell - Peace
1 - Spell - Entangle
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Notes:

15 Knight of the Tin Order
The incessant clinking of the Tin Cathedral is 
enough to drive most to murder suicide. But 
not you, as a matter of fact the sound of tin on 
steel is tantamount to poetic epoch, and you 
intend to share the blessings of tin with the 
world.

Possessions:
 ▶ Sword
 ▶ Shield
 ▶ Tin beggars cup
 ▶ A journal and tin pen for recording your 

favorite sounds
 ▶ Tin Whistle
 ▶ Tinsmiths Tools

Advanced Skills
3 Sword Fighting
2 Shield Fighting
2 Etiquette
2 Poetry
2 Tin Smithing
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Notes:

16 Professional Lamenter of Nira’s Temple
Nira has blessed you with an endless bounty 
of tears. Your life’s work is to travel the lands 
spreading her word and mourning all that you 
see. You have an uncanny, almost spiritual 
attraction to funerals, and endeavor to ensure 
that all present have a good cry before leaving.

Possessions:
 ▶ Damp Robes
 ▶ An ever clean handkerchief
 ▶ Eyedrops
 ▶ Walking Staff

Advanced Skills:
4 Mourning
2 Etiquette
2 Healing
2 Second Sight
1 Swim
1 - Spell - Cause Rain (3)
1 - Spell - Protection from Rain
1 - Spell - Sleep
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Notes:

21 Golden Witch of Florejin
The golden witches of Florejin are strangers to 
the physical world of Gællæffa, much prefer-
ring the warm grasslands of their homeland. 
Alas, it seems around every corner, or under 
every deeply conspicuous rock, you can find 
someone exiled from the world of Florejin with 
only the desire to go home.

Possessions:
 ▶ An aura, smelling of honeysuckle and saffron
 ▶ Athame (damage as knife)
 ▶ Conspicuous piece of golden clothing
 ▶ A wand of rune writing

Advanced Skills:
3 Second Sight
2 Locks
2 Runecraft
2 Mathmology
1 - Spell - Coal Resolve
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Notes:

22 Suspended Karavale Town Guard
You’ve just graduated from the Karavale guard 
academy and you are ready to bust some knees 
with your fancy stone-thrower. Alas, you hadn’t 
prepared yourself for all of the red tape. Or 
losing your badge after crossing the Huxley 
crime family... What now?

Possessions:
 ▶ Ornate Guards Helmet + Breastplate (Armor 

as Medium)
 ▶ Stone-thrower (damage as Fusil)
 ▶ Billy Club
 ▶ Whistle
 ▶ Pouch of Smooth Stones (5)

Advanced Skills:
2 Stone-thrower Fighting
2 Club Fighting
3 Awareness
1 Etiquette
1 Healing
1 Tracking
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Notes:

23 Pressganged Pirate of Kalista’s Crew
Kalista didn’t give you much choice really, help 
her ascend to godhood or have your limbs put 
into the barracuda pit one at a time. You called 
her bluff and now you’ve got a peg-leg and a 
penchant for quality service. Unfortunately 
fear and violence don’t inspire dedication, and 
you’ve found your chance to escape. Branded 
with Kalista’s mark, what life is there for a 
pirate such as yourself?

Possessions:
 ▶ Peg-leg
 ▶ A jaunty hat
 ▶ Numerous scars
 ▶ A rudimentary compass
 ▶ A big shovel
 ▶ Lockpicks

Advanced Skills:
3 Cutlass Fighting
2 Astrology
2 Sailing
1 Locks
1 Secret Signs
1 Poison
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Special:
Shell armor counts as light weight for storing, but offers no protection from anything made 
of dragon bone or horn.

Notes:

24 Draconic Brood Hatcher
The hatcheries of the Red Desert are children’s 
fable to most, but for you they were your every-
thing. One look at your maul and anyone would 
know what you did, however only you know 
why you no longer have that role in Draconic 
society.

Possessions:
 ▶ Wyvern Claw Maul *#
 ▶ Scaled Countenance
 ▶ A pack of red desserts
 ▶ Draconic shell armor (Armor as Medium)
 ▶ Jaws that snatch (Damage as Modest Beast)

Advanced Skills:
4 Languages Draconic
2 Tracking
2 Awareness
1 Eggshell Crafts
2 Mathmology
3 Maul Fighting
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